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Hi everyone! Welcome to the FM Tracks Deep Dive training for End Hunger in CT. Thanks so much for joining us today. I’m excited to dive into this tool with the End Hunger Team. 



Agenda

• Introduction
• Maximizing Profiles
• Entering Data – Web
• Entering Data – App
• Logs & Reports
• Troubleshooting
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Agenda: 



Introduction
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Introduce myself. 



Wholesome Wave is 
the leading national 
organization focused 
solely on helping 
people in need afford 
fruits and vegetables. 
We work to make sure 
every American has 
access to affordable, 
healthy food for their 
family. 

ABOUT WHOLESOME WAVE

We’re based right here in Bridgeport, 
CT!
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So, just to tell you all a bit more about Wholesome Wave and the work that we do…Wholesome Wave was founded here in Bridgeport 11 years ago by Chef Michel Nischan. His love for healthy, fresh food inspired him to work towards our goal of bringing affordability to fresh produce. Right now, we are the leading national organization working to help people in need afford fresh fruits and vegetables. We’ve created Wholesome RX programs, Pioneered the SNAP doubling movement, and are now delivering a revolutionary produce rewards card program on a national scale. We’re thrilled to be a part of the farmers market scene in America, and are excited to be able to offer FM tracks as a powerful at-market data collection tool for market managers. Moving into FM Tracks….



• In 2015, Case Western released FM Tracks to be pilot 
tested at FINI launch; In September 2015, Wholesome 
Wave began 2.0 development and on-boarded our 
statewide network in Florida. 

• In 2016, Wholesome Wave released 2.0 to increase ease of 
use, generate exports, and include vendor reimbursement 
tools. Expanded use to FINI programs in NYC.

• In 2018, 25+ states have entered transactions and vendor 
reimbursements building a national incentive dataset

• Today, you join our team! 

FM TRACKS HISTORY
WELCOME TO THE TEAM!
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WW co-led the development in 2015 before expanding it to other statewide networks. That feedback improved the app with another big round of development including for better vendor reimbursement data.This data collection system is standardizing FINI evaluations across the country and allowing for direct comparisons (not just apples to apples but granny smith apples to granny smith apples) for quantifying the impact of incentive programs and federal benefits spent at farmers markets across states and programming. We rolled out to over 400 markets in three years through this FINI contract. Today, we are in the building phases of a vendor reimbursement platform, which would include a method to deliver receipts to vendors & farmers. 



• FM Tracks is a data collection 
tool that is used to track 
nutrition incentives at farmers 
markets. 

• We have an App (iPad’s only) 
and a website 

• You can use this tool to report, 
download, and analyze data 
from your market or your 
network. 

WHAT IS FM TRACKS?



FM TRACKS OVERVIEW
TWO PART SYSTEM
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FM Tracks as a two part system includes both an ability to enter data on an iPad or a website; but certain functionalities can only be done on one or the other. In general, however, you can do all required data entry and review on the website. You’ll be doing all of your market profile customization on the website. The website is able to be used as a stand alone platform, meaning you do not need to use the app, but many find the app helpful for day-of entries. For instance, the app can only be used to enter data for THAT day whereas the website can enter data from any day. In order to use the FM Tracks app, you DO NOT need to be connected to Wi-fi. On the other hand, the website also allows you to customize what you see on the app so that you only see payment types related to the program you operate or the questions that you push out from your profile onto the transaction pages. More on that later. 



FM TRACKS OVERVIEW
DATA USE EXAMPLES
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Here’s an example of data usages from our Ohio program: How we demonstrated that activities (kids day) or program launch impacted getting new customers or SNAP sales. We will get into how to export this data more later. 



FM TRACKS OVERVIEW
DATA USE EXAMPLES
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This map was generated from zip codes collected at every SNAP transaction where the amount of SNAP spent was overlaid by zip code so you can demonstrate that your market is reaching not just those around you but neighboring communities as well. 



FM TRACKS OVERVIEW
DATA USE EXAMPLES
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FM Tracks can also survey your new and repeat SNAP customers so you can learn about those shopping at your market. Using FM Tracks IDs, you’ll be tracking all SNAP customers and you’ll already know how many how shopped there before; but you can also ask things like “whether the program is increasing the amount of produce they’re buying or eating.This kind of information is best collected through the app, for a more streamlined and efficient data collection process. These kinds of returning customer questions are completely customizable, and can be set to trigger for your entire market, or for individual locations. 



Questions? 



FM TRACKS

Creating and 
Maximizing your User Profiles
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Okay! Now, we’ll dive into how to create and maximize your user profile. 



STEP 1: 
GO TO FMTRACKS.ORG
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Step 1: Go to fmtracks.org. This is the screen you will see when you first get to the page. You can always log in directly by clicking the Login button in the top right corner of the screen. For today’s purposes, we will be walking through how to create a profile from scratch. Please note that you’ll want to be creating an account for a Farmer’s Market, not a Network. End Hunger in Ct is your network manager. 



STEP 2: 
CREATE YOUR FM TRACKS ACCOUNT



STEP 3: 
INPUT CONTACT INFORMATION
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Please be sure to input an “alternative contact” and their email address. That way, we’ll have a back-up to reach out to in case there’s an issue or there is a change in the market managers status with his or her market. 



STEP 4: 
INPUT LOCATION INFORMAION
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Location info Now, let’s dive into days of operation. As you can see here, this is where you’ll define the days, time, and duration of your market. Please fill out the day of the week, start and end time, and start and end date for your market. If your market runs year round, you can click on the “Same hours year round” box. To fill out hours for more than one day of the week, click on the “add more days of operation” box. 



STEP 5: 
INPUT DAYS OF OPERATION
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The default day of operation is Sunday, so make sure to double check that!
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Throughout this webinar, we’ll be using WW’s (made up) farmers market. Here, you can see that we run on Wednesdays and Saturdays from June through October, and year round on Sunday. I would like to note that a post market report (which I’ll get into more later on) will be triggered by the system on the days that you input in this market profile. This I why it’s important to make sure that your market days are accurate. Don’t worry though, you can always go back in and edit these in your market profile tab!  



STEP 6: 
ADD PAYMENT AND INCENTIVE INFO
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Choose your accepted payment types for your market. Incentives offered -- When you go to choose an incentive type, the drop down menu will populate with items such as Healthy food incentive program – matching, discount Loyalty programOtherFm Tracks will also ask you to input the Incentive Program name, incentivized types of payment, and incentive amount. You can always click “add incentive type” if you have more than one incentive program running. 
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Example of Payment information for WW Farmers Market



STEP 7: 
IDENTIFY NETWORK MEMBERSHIP
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Network membership – most important aspect of your market application, as this info connects you to your Network. If you are creating your market application, please double check your Network affiliation as I can not approve new applications until this info is populated. Additional customer tracking info:Research ID Field – helpful of you are participating in a research project, or know that some of the visitors to your FM are involved. POS ID – matches transactions to the POS terminal they were processed at….likely, you will not need to use this feature. 



STEP 8: 
FINISH UP & GET TRACKING!
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Click “I agree” to FM Tracks’ Terms and Conditions. Click “Sign Up” Next steps – I get a notification on my end of things that a new market application has been submitted. From there, I review your application to make sure it’s affiliated with a network and that all the information looks okay. If something seems off, I’ll shoot you an email (to the listed contact) to work out any necessary changes. When I approve your application, you’ll get an email notification from FM Tracks and you get get rolling! 



Questions – User Profiles? 



Entering Data on the Website
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At this point we’ll review how to enter data on the website and do some demonstrations for everyone to practice on their laptop. 
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First, go to fmtracks.org and login using the top right corner. 
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This is what will come up when you sign in, go ahead and log in using your credentials.If you forget your password as I do all the time, you can click the “Forgot your Password” button, and FM Tracks will send you a reset link to your email within minutes. 



FM TRACKS DASHBOARD 
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This is what your homepage looks like; you should see any market (or network) you’re affiliated with. The top is a quick dashboard for your market stats for the year (Jan 01 onward of current year). Currently, you have “zeroes” entered for all of your snapshot details. This is simply because you are a new market, so there’s no information yet. When you click on More Info for any of them, your screen will look like this: (NEXT SLIDE)



HOVER FOR SNAPSHOT
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You’ll see that box is broken out by payment or incentive type. The payment types that you have broken down here will aligned with your market’s set up: if you only accept SNAP and WIC, for example then those are the only options that will come up here. For most people, this will only entail incentives distributed or redeemed as well as SNAP distributed and reimbursed. You can also get a quick snap shot of your customers



YOUR FM TRACKS OVERVIEW 
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Here, we have essentially scrolled down the home page. There are three icons: Entering daily sales and data, manage your profile, and run reports. Looking at each market you can enter data two ways:Press the blue market nameClick on the coin icon that’s highlighted here in Blue 
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Once you click, it’ll ask which days you want to enter data. You can either use the most recent day (as determined by the dates in your profile), specify, or days you don’t have a submitted post market report (more on that later).Once you’ve decided when you’d like to enter information for, click “CHOOSE” to move forward.



A FEW IMPORTANT TABS…
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Here we are in the “Enter daily sales & data” tab for April 3rd. If you take a look, there are three main tabs: Transactions, Vendor Reimbursements, and Post Market Reviews. In the transactions tab, we have: New Individual Transactions, New Aggregate Transactions, and your Transaction Log. We’re currently working in the “Individual Transaction” tab, where market managers can input information on a customer to customer basis. We suggest you click this “auto-calculate” button up in the top. Unless your incentive amounts vary significantly, this usually makes things easier. 
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Scenario 2: Editing incentive amount – if there is a anomaly to incentive distribution, you can edit here. Here, you’ll be able to not only modify the incentive amount within each transaction, but you an enter tons of other information at the consumer level – Customer ID is usually the customer’s first initial, last initial, and last 4 digits of their EBT card-- Zip code, to help you track locations of your customers and the geographic reach of your program-- whether they’re a repeat or first time…-- Over on the right, you’ll see a space for “additional tracking” – this comes in handy when you have alternative research projects going on, or outside reporting. There is always an option to keep customer’s information anonymous. It’s best if these transactions are done at market, b/c this is simply a lot of info to write down. 
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Moving on, this is what an “aggregate transaction” would look like. Here, you would enter total data for an entire market day. 
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We recommend here that you separate transactions out by payment type. Walk through this slide
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This is your vendor reimbursement log. This is a newer function, which allows much simpler tracking for farmer impact. -This will be completed at the end of your market day. -The vendor names will be customized by your market manager. We’ve worked to make the language here consistent with what the market managers use daily. This function is able to be sued while on the app. -Note: it’s possible to write in “all vendors” and basically put in an aggregate vendor reimbursement for your data. -Vendors to auto-populate, so if you type in a vendor once, the next time you go to input that name it should pop up.
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Post Market Reports need to be completed for every market date. These appear based on what’s in your profile. If you have any open reports, these should be refreshed soon so they will only show 2018 dates. If you didn’t have a market and want to make them go away you just enter a zero and press submit so that it makes the alert go away. -We recommend that everyone double checks which market day they are entering data for. The * signifies a question that is required for all participating markets. You have the power to write in required questions: really helpful for specific grant requirements and programming. You can also make questions about specific programs, weather, taste tests, whatever is going on! Questions are either required or optional. As a note, this system is in constant development. If there are things that you wish the system could do, write them down and keep them in mind. If an issue is consistent and persistent, we can bring it up to the developers.  



Questions - Web? 



FM TRACKS

Entering Data on the iPad
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For those using the iPad for market day ONLY. You cannot select a date on the iPad so if the day has passed you must use the website. You do NOT need wi-fi to enter data on the app. You have 24 hours after the end of your market day to get some wi-fi and sync up your data. 
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Once you download the app from the app store, you login on this screen. Give a few notes on the nature of the app as a whole.
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Any market affiliated with you as a market manager will appear on this list after you login. As a market manager, you would choose which market you’re collecting data for. Individual markets only see the market they work at.  
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If you have issues:Decimal points are sometimes required to type in but it just matters where you press the field (to the right or the left)Keyboard issues: If your keyboard is blocking the screen; press the down button in the bottom right cornerOther troubleshooting:Be sure to press the circle to the left of the incentive to add themAutocalculate can be turned off by clicking in the field and retyping it ($4 MED incentive example)Make sure that once you hit “Complete transaction”, the information pops up in the transaction log on the right. If you don’t see it there, it did not process.  
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If you want to use the customer question feature you can use this toggle to show or hide new or user questions.
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Look for the success button to ensure that your transaction saved and then it will show up on the right in the transaction log. 
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To toggle between the transactions, vendor reimbursement, and post market questions press the three lines at the top left corner.
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If you have issues:Decimal points are sometimes required to type in but it just matters where you press the field (to the right or the left)Keyboard issues: If your keyboard is blocking the screen; press the down button in the bottom right cornerOther troubleshooting:Be sure to press the circle to the left of the incentive to add themAutocalculate can be turned off by clicking in the field and retyping it ($4 MED incentive example)Make sure that once you hit “Complete transaction”, the information pops up in the transaction log on the right. If you don’t see it there, it did not process.  
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Just as before, don’t worry about WIC or Senior or # transactions – just focus on SNAP/EBT and any incentives you are reimbursing your vendors for accepting. 
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Checking the transaction log before you leave; you can find a summary available on the post market tab to ensure all of your transactions were entered correctly.
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If you have issues:Decimal points are sometimes required to type in but it just matters where you press the field (to the right or the left)Keyboard issues: If your keyboard is blocking the screen; press the down button in the bottom right cornerOther troubleshooting:Be sure to press the circle to the left of the incentive to add themAutocalculate can be turned off by clicking in the field and retyping it ($4 MED incentive example)Make sure that once you hit “Complete transaction”, the information pops up in the transaction log on the right. If you don’t see it there, it did not process.  





Questions? 



Demonstration
Logs and Reports
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THE REPORTS TAB 
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All transactions can be reviewed using the log functionality of the website. The default period here is 90 days of transactions, so make sure to edit the “view more days” button if you’d like a larger scope. 
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Note there are search features and the ability to see how it was entered & who entered it. Additionally, you can press the pencil icon to edit an entry or the trashcan to delete it. Helpful that you can edit/delete transactions in this log page as well. When you delete log, it fades away but doesn’t disappear. You can search to sort through your data, to isolate particular transactions. You can also manipulate this data in the “exports” page. 
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Same is true for the vendor reimbursement for a given day. 
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If you want to see more days then press the View More Days button to go to the Run Reports section of the website. 
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You can also scroll down and see the graphic representation of your data over time. 
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Here you can see logs for 90 day windows. It’s not possible to run them for longer, so if you need to see a different window of time along with breakdowns by payment then you want to go to the Reports section. This section is most helpful for editing data across a reporting period if you notice anything off. 
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When you run an Export, you have two main options – Run Full Export, and Run Question Export. To run a  full export,  choose the market you’d like to export the data from, your date range (note that the start date automatically populates from January 1st o the current calendar year) and click “Run Export”. A pop up will let you know to keep an eye on your email. You will get an email sent to the email address associated with this account when the Export is ready. From there, you can check out the export of all of the data reported into you When you run a Question report, the report automatically downloads to your computer as a ZIP file. Click on that fine to open an excel sheet will all of the answers to your customer level questions. 



Questions – Logs/Reports? 



Troubleshooting
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Give overview, chain on command - IF YOU HAVE ISSUES, contact Sherry and if there is a more intense issue, she’ll emai me. 



INSTRUCTIONS
UPDATING FM TRACKS APP
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If you have trouble accessing the app, be sure you have the latest update from the app store and the newest iOs. Also, be sure to be connected to the internet to sync which can be seen as a red or green light in the bottom right picture. 



PC MAC

INSTRUCTIONS
TAKING SCREENSHOTS ON THE WEBSITE
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Send screenshots if you’re experiencing any issues – it’s key for us to understand what else might be playing a role in it. 



INSTRUCTIONS
TAKING SCREENSHOTS ON APPLE DEVICES



THANK YOU!!
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Follow Up from me: 



/wholesomewave     @wholesomewave @wholesomewave

wholesomewave.org

Photo credit Jameel Khaja, Gabriella Marks, Kendall Photo, Boereck, Shannon Collins, Gary Yost, Christian Cable, frankieleon, Evan Amos, Hassocks5489, 
SA 2.5, SA 3.0, Digital Vision, Dat Nguyen Richard Howard, Mike Mozart, Takeaway & Glenn Charles

Questions? 
Email olivia@wholesomewave.org
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